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A LEGAL ANALYSIS Of" THE POST.OPINION 1/94 VERTICAL
DELIMITATION OF COMPETENCES IN EXTER!'\AL TRADE

Mustafa T. &tRAYiGiT'
Abstract:

'
1
'

The present paper analyses the post-Opinion vertical delimitation of
competences in external trtule. Following rhe insinuation given in OplJtion
1/94, the Member States, as the masters of the Treaty, have amended the
delimitation of cmnpetences under the comnum commercial policy to enable

I

the Community to effectively adapt to the dew:lopmenf!i of international
trade law especially in respect tif the WTO Agreement. Whether they have
been successful in their attempts will be examined. En that regard, under the
AmJterdam and Nice Treaty, and in order to get a pro:,pect about the

j

possible fu:ture of delimitatioll of competeru:es in external trade, under the
Constitutional Treaty, the delimitation issue is scrutinised in terms of the
ratione materiae scope of rhe common commercial policy. the substantive
and procedural rules within the ambit of the common commercial policy
and the possible 4fects of these configurations.
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Ozet:
Makalede, 1194 say1ll Karar sonrast Avrupa Birliiti'nin di$ ticaretindeki
Avrupa Topluiugu ile iiye iilkeler arasmdaki yetki bo!tifiimii (dikcy)
irdclenmektedir. Bu baglamda Avrapa Adalet Divam'mn 1194 saytlt
Karan 'nda da z1mni olaraJ... vurguhmdtfiz gibi, eldeki Andfagma metninil1
stmrian giJztlnlinde tutularak, Uye ii!kelerin Avrupa Toplulugu
Andl~maJt 'nm e[endileri olarak uluslararos1
platjOrmda A vrupa
Toplulugu 'mm etkin bir $ekilde yer alllbilmesi i(in Andla;ma 'nm ortak di.j
ticaret politikasr ba:;ligt altmd4ki maddelerine y<Jnelik yapt!klart
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degi§ikliklu ve bu de!jiflkl:l/"in muhremd sonurlon incelenmektcdJ
ren;eYedt: Amsrerdttrn ve Nice Andia;m[m ile, Anayasai Andi!J$ma 'nm d~
ticaret politiktwnda nilS II bir yetki biJUi~·iim denklemi •>IU.$furduklan detayt
olarak incelenecektir.
I
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I. Introduction

~

Under the influence of rhe new trend fed by national sovereig~'
...:oncems and so the principle of subsidiarity, the European Court of Justi~
(the ECJ) resrricdvely interpreted the ambit of the common COJ:Tt!Uetci~
policy (the CCP) in Opinion I/94. Relying on the limits of the concept~
the CCP in the EC Treaty, the ECJ !e!'l the v::>-st bu!:;. of compeccnces in~
external trade as <>hared (joint) competences In ort!er to protect the i!iffet uti~
of other provisions and the logic of the division of internal competence~
taking place within the sphere of positive integration. The concept of~
CCP so had to stay behind the development~ of international trade law.1te
narrow understanding of the concept of the CCP and the given delimitati®;'
of competences and 1he char:~ctcristin of the jurisprudential restrictions~
the e~clusively exerciJ;;(' of Community compctence-S within the sphere o~
shared fields remained as obstacle!> before not only reaching easily ~
common position and efficien~y in the exercise of shared wmpetences, bul;
al1:o presenting a unified front in the ex_ternal representation with one voi~
so taking efficiently a proactive role in the multilateral. trade forums.Iq
other words, Article ! 33 was no longer sufficie::t to eRtablish an efficiem:
external trade policy !hat could face the demand~; of globalisation, unrlef
which the dominant role of trade in goods had been challenged by trade in
services, intellectual property and foreign direct investments. To avoid the;e
negative implications that could be intensified by the enlargements, the
Member States, as constituting power, fdt an impetus to resolve the
problem, so to revise the Treaty, which was hinted by the ECJ Ln Opinirn~
!/94. 1he Treaty of Amsterdam cha~ro the Commission's initiation fu!
proposal after the demise of negotiahons on a code of conduct to adapt tm
concept of !he CCP to international trade law. The post"Opinion histotj
about \he Uivision of competcnces in external trade therefore consists o:
!heir attempts to the determination of the coment and '>cope of the CCP bJ
taking over the pre-Opiriion mission of the ECJ.
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2. The Version of the Amsterdam Treaty
The Treaty of Amsterdam added a new paragraph to Article 133,
according to which:
1be Cooncil, acling \lnanimomly on a proposal Cmm the
Comntil)sion and after consulting the Enmpe1Ul Parliament, may
extend d1e application of paragraphs 1 to 4 to international
negotiations and agreements vn services and intellectual property
insofar as they are not eovered by these paragraphs.

I
I

L

I
~

It was slgnificant that this version did not menfion a preci~e authorisation
for the Community to conclude agreements on services and inteilectual
property rights, but just enabled the Council to extend the application of
fom1er paragraphs m the new areas under the given procedure. furthermore,
it constrained the application of former paragraphs to the new areas for
conventional reasons only. In that regard the emphasis lied on the
conventional aspect in trade; if this aspect was missing, there was no
e.xetx:ise of .:ompetence based on the new paragraph. (Griller and
Gamharler, 2002: 90) Hence, within the new fields lhe situation for
autonomous measures remained unmodified and subject to the other
provisions of the- Treaty than Article 133. On the other hand, as criticised by
Cremona, the rnost striking aspect of this amendment was the way in which
the Treaty left the extension open for future decisions without clarifying on
what basis that decision should be made or whether in the extended field the
characteristics of the CCP shoold be maintained(Cremona, 2000: 32). Due
to its dual structure regarding conventional and autonofiKius competences,
Dash wood therefore construed this revision not as an extension of the CCP,
but as a possibillty enabling Lhe ends of the CCP to be served by instruments
whose subject had not hitherto fallen within the scope of the CCP under
Opinion l/94 (Dash wood, 1998; 1023). On the other hand, it was also argued
that it enabled an autonomous modification of the Treaty, which was
independent from IGC and national ratification proccdures(Leal~Arcas,
2003;7), 1 Eeckhout considered it as the extension of Community
competence, which could be accomplished without any need for approval
by the Member States, since it looked to him as the transfer of Kompetenz~
1

Meunier and :S:icolaidis pose the possibility that v.-hereby the Member States
wonld determine the scope of the Community competence at the beginning of a
!l:<':t;:otiation ro provide that the end result could be ratified on a QMV basis without
also national ratification processes, which is in..'flire-d by the American fastwtrack.
lMeunier and Nicolaidis, 2000; 340)
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Kompetenz in this 3.rea to the Council by the Member States(Eeckhout,
2004: 49). This process to exclusivity was also perceived by the Member
States as the only way to extend the exercise of external Community
cornpctences in the new areas. In other words, the undeNanding of the

Member States from Opinion 1/94 as to the s;;ope of the 'existent'
Community competences in external ln::lde seemed restricted to the scope of
irs exclusive external competences only with the ignorance of the existence
of its implied shared competenccs. If that were correct, even though the

amendment was primarily based on an attempt w n:<derstand Opinion l/94,
I would assert that it was based on ns rni:mnders.landing.
The amendment in fact did nor extend the s;cope of the existent
Communjty competcnces. but just enabled the Community to exercise those
competences regardle~s of jurisprudential constraints arising from the
exercise of internal competences, This was because, those compeiences
concern\ng the new fields were already within the scope of its •potential'
competences. and remained to be activatcd/actualised under the doctrine of
implied powers, although remained fo be ex.erdsed by the Member States in
accordance with Community law, unless. they are put into exdustvity under
the new procedure, ie. Anicle 133(5). Therefore, it precisely allowed the
Community to put these sectors by unanimity into external eKclusivity,
irrespective of the prior exercise of conceming internal competences, which
wa-, the requirement of OpinUJn 1194, to enable the external trade policy to
adapt to the progress of Jntemational trade law. As re-gards the process to
external exclusivity for those competences, the requirement of unanimity
now replaced prior internal requirements, Accordingly, it could be regarded
as a shifting of the crucial decision from the Court to the CounciL in other
words from ca&e law ro the institutional unanimons decision {Cremona,
1999; 236) Con~equently, it could be regarded not as an ex.tension of the
scope of the CCP. but just as permission to the Community to apply the
procedure of the CCP to the new arens for commercial objectives.
Moreover, Crcmona examinetl whether thi;; option could be used through
a once~and-for-aH decision for all areas not hitherto covered by the CCP in
services and intellectual property rights; \vhethcr transfer for individual
ag::-ee::ncnts on a case-by-case basis was more possible: (Cremona, 1999:
rOn the other hand. according to Nicuhiidis and Meunier, "the Amsterdam outcorne
wa~, at a minimum. a ~;J:<tement that extension of Cvmm"Jnity co~:~petem:<> should be
the result of ca<;e-by-case political decision~ rather than rome urv:ontro!lable sp!\1over:· (l"icolai'di'> and Meunier, 2002, 1R9)
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:240). I agree with Cremona that although it seemed possible to transfer
specific sectors into exclusivity on a case~by-case basis, given the
procedure, it seemed difficult to interpret the amendment for indhidual
agreements, so the extension would seemed more reasonable with a once~
and-for-all decision for all the domains not hitherto cuvered by the CCP.
The fact that the Council did not dare to take any declsion to extend the
application of previous paragraphs to the new areas would prove that
argument.
3. The Version of the Mce Treaty
The main objective of the Nice amendment before European
enlargement was once again to overcome the problem of the delimitation
and exercise of external trade competenees generated by Opinion 1194.
which could not efficiently be resolved in Amsterdam, Ha'ting tried to take
not only the case law and the demands of the Col11Jnunity's external trade
relations, but also the interests of the Member States into consideration, the
result was a very complex slructure, which was long away from the clarity
and simplicity needed for a constitutional documeoL

3.1 The Ralit.mt Materitu Swpe of the CCP
As to the new paragraph 5 of Article 133, according ro which:
Paragraphs 1 to 4 shall ;1lso apply to the negotiation and
conclusion of agreement in the fields of trade in services and the
commercial aspects of intellccti.Jal property. in so far as those
agreements nrc not covered by the said paragraphs and without
prejudice to parngraph 6.
The npphcatJon of Article 133 to the uew areax and so the conclusion of
international agreements by the Community through QMV in those fields,
save for internal constraints. no longer depend unanimous prior declsion(s)
of the Council, unlike in Amsterdam. However, the ~ope of new fields is
more restricted than that in the Amsterdam Treaty in two ways. On the one
hand, intellectual property rights are l'es.trictcd only to their commercial
aspects, on the other this application shaH be without prejudil.'e to paragraph
6. However, the restricted ex1ension of the application of paragraphs 1 to 4
to the negotiation and conclusion of agreement<; regarding those domains,
with the exclusion of the autonomous a&pects of commercial policy, mother
words the dissociation between conventional and implementing
competences, remains the same. Accordingly, the implementation of
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agreements in the internal market remains based on the provisions other !
than Artidc 133. In that regat'd, it could be argue-d that the objectlve of the
new Article 133, as in Amsterdam, iA to separate the exe-rcise of the !
competences within the extended fields between the internal and external ~

spheres: preventing $1rict parallelism in their exercise,
Furthermore, in that paragraph whe-ther the om ion of services should be
interpreted according to Community law or international trade law remains
a controversial issue. In that respect, it is not entire-ly clear whether the
in.,estm~~nt is induded within the scope of the CCP undi"r Article lJJ. Some
scholars argued that the expression ·services' must be con5-idered tu cover
the same scope in Community !aw as that enshrined in Article 49 __\ (Griller
and Gamharter, 2002: 92) Accordingly, since the systematic interpretation
oi the Nke Treaty requires that a term employed m the amendments of
Treaty provisions should be interpreted :::onsistcntly with its pn:-existing
interpretations. the establishment of a commercial presence is to be
coru.idered excluded from the scope- of extension on the ground that the
notion of services in Communlly law diverges greatly from the notion of
services in GATS (Grlllcr and Garnhaner, 2002: 92). The slle-nce of the new
Article l33 on foreign direct investmeut is taken as another indication that
commercia! presence i.s not included (Griller a:od Gamharter, 2002: 92).
On the other hand, accord~ng to Cremona, if the following arguments
we1e correct the new CCP should be con;,idered to cover the establishment
and aspe-cts of investment as well as traditional services. Fiwly, the Treaty
drafters ba~ed the modes of supply in "Services, which are articulated in the
GATS Agreement, upon the precedent of the ECJ in Opinion 1/94.
Secondly, given that ,-'\.rticle 133(5) only applies to the negotiation and
conclusion of international agreeme-nts, it would be strange if the term 'trade
in services' were nm used in the sense of intemationa: usage. Thirdly.
connected to the previous argument, much of the point of the am.;;ndment
would be lost if tht~ legal basis and negotiating pr.xedures. were only
available for limited aspects •)f the services. Furthermore, the term 'trade in
services' used in Article 133(5) reflect-; exactly the phrasing used in the
GATS Agreement, which could be distingui£>hcd from the 'freedom to
provide services' and 'llbera!isatr0n of services' tt!1ed in Art:cles 49~55 EC.
Lastly, lt should be added that Article 133t5)(!) is related to some extent to
fur:~crmore, Heliskosk: argues that :..'lis norloa in the nev.e ptovi<.inn seems not to
entirely cover cornreerci~l pr;!sencc, (Heliskoski, 2002" ll
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the vrro Agreement as shown below, and the notion of services in the
GATS Agreement should ~av,.:, been particularly taken into consideration in
me extension (Cremona, 2001: 6ll.
Moreo"er, in Article 1.33 (5) the field of intellectual property rights is
divided into two components. One ls the field of commercial aspects of
intellectual property rights, while the second includes the other aspects of
jntellecrual property rights. Although the term 'commercial aspects of
intellectual property' is not defined. the TRlPs Agreement could he taken as
a reference for the determination of its scope. Accordingly, while it must
rover at least those aspects included in the TRIPs Agreement, other »-<Jpects
of intellectua1 propeny might be induded by future unanimous decision of
the Council under the procedure of paragraph 7 {Cremona, 2002. 376}.4 In
that res.pecr, it i_;; contestable whether its scope is to be determined in
accordance with the stance of the TRIPs Agreement at the time of its entry
into force, or with its any respe<..1ive stand at any time by mapping of Article
t33 onto a potentially moving target {Krenzlcr and Pitschas, 2001: 302}.
Herrmann argues that the existence of Article 133(7) proves its restricted
reading with the existing ambit of TRIPs (.Hemnann, 2002: 7), However,
given the dynam:ic characteristics of external ttade policy and the necesshy
to adapt to the progress of intemational trade law, the n<tfion of commercial
aspects of intellectual property would be better determined a<Xording to the
respeLtive stance of the TRIPs Agreement at any time (Krenzler and
Pitschas. 2001: 302). It might accordingly be presumed that Article
133(5)(1} fully covers the TRIPs Agreement with respect to its material
scope, { Griller and G"Jmhaner, 2002: 105) since it should be considered to
encompaRs those aspects contained within the ambit of TRIPs at any time
(Cremona, 2001: 7l),
On the other hand, according to Article 133(7):

'

Without prejudice to the first subparagraph of paragraph 6, the
('""uncit, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and
4

On the contrary, Heliskoski .consjder.; that since the intention behind the
expres.&ion ·rommercinl aspet'ts' wou!d seem to be to limit Lhe application of
Article j 33 to questivns such ~ the Trade in and the enforcement of intellectual
property righr~. the new provision would ':mt enable the Community to negotiate
and conclude agreements on the cont~nt of intellectual property rights within the
WTO under the TRIPs Agreement, Because. "it was proposed !lw.t the scope of
paragraph 5 would be defined to correspond that of TRlPS. but these proposals
were rejected." (Heliskoski, 2002' I 0)

j
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after cousulting the European Parliament, may extend the apphc-atwn
of paragraphs 1 w 4 to international negotiations and agreements on
intellectual propert} iu s<J far as they are nm covered by paragrnph 5.

The Council thus has opportw:lity under the given procedure through a
unanimous ad hoc decision to communautarise intellectual property rights
other than their commercial aspects, lt nevertheless. remains largely
incomprehensible in the field of inteUecmal property rights as to which
agreements could fall under the new caw gory 'not covered by pJr&graph 5',
since paragraph 5 should be encompassing intellectual property (Griller and
Gamharter. 2002: 106). It was argued by Cremona in that regard that
paragraph 7 rr::ight be used to include aspects. of intellectual property that are
by definition not commercial or trade~related (Cremona, 20HI: 87).
However. the expression "without prejudice to the first subparagraph of
paragraph 6" implies that the limits of the exten~ion regarding intellectual
property are the external borders of potential competence;; of the
Community. Furthermore, this paragraph recalls the Amsterdam version of
Article !33(.5) in the sense that the Council may un;:rtimous.!y extend the
ambit of the CCP into new fields regarding intellectual property that are not
commercial or trade related.
With regard to Article 133(6}(3), in the field of transport the sil:uatton
regarding the n.::gotialion and conclu~ion of agreement~ will remain
unmodified to be governed under the provision~ of Title V .and Article 300;
namely under jurispmdence.
A1ticle 133{6){1) contains ultra" vires prohibition. An agreement may not
be concluded, "if it includes prov1sions wh1ch would go beyond the
Community's internal powers, in particular by leading to harmonisation of
the iaws or ;egulations of the Member States in an a::ea for which this
Treaty r..:les ;:~ut such harmonisation". It is a maucc of competec:.::e, rather
than compatibility, since the extem:ion ls noL to be seen as a carte blanche in
external trade. which could result in a by-pass of internal competence
constraints on services and ir.tellectunl property matter tCremoml. 2001:
76).ln thilt regard. this ultra" vires prohibition 'iignifies that the- limits oft~e
extension are the bc;rders of potential competence;; of the Community,
which are determined under, the doctrine- of implied powers. Furthef!nore,
paragraph 6 constitutes an exception to paragraph 5, which is already a.'l
exceptior: to the core of the CCP. Given that additional limits arising from
internal ron:>trainh appiy only to the new areas under the new Article 133,
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the wording of paragraph 5 indicates that paragraph 6 is exclusively
conceived as an exemption to the new fields within the scope of extension,
not to the core of the CCP (Lukaschek and Weidel, 2002: 137). In that
regard, the new version brings ambiguity, since the scope of the core CCP,
as a trUJy explicit external competence, is nm determined by the relevant
internal competences, unlike the new areas. This ambiguity reflects that il ts
drafted 'again' under the effect of parallelism, which recalls implied
coropetences arisen from internal compelences rather than explicit
compctences, Moreover, this paragraph has also been criticised as a block to
the extension of external Community powers by the evolutionary clause of
Article 308 (Gautier and Llanos, 2001 : 194).

Article 133(6)(2) declares the derogation from 133(5)(1}. It regulates
'particularly' ultra·vires prohibition, which is generally declared in the
preceding subparagraph. Since in this subparagraph tbe exclusivity of
external Communj(y competences is linked to a Mgree of internal
5
harmonisation, (Gautier and Lianos , 2001: 191) which is ruled out,
conventional com:petences relating to trade in cultural and audiovisual
services, educational service.<>, and social and human health services will
permanently remain within the scope of shared cornpetences. Any external
competence that exists in those sectors must then be based on internal
competences under the doctrine of impJied powers and so be subject to its
limitations (Cremona, 2001: 74). In that respect, not only does this
subparagraph provide a specific procedural safeguard (umutimity) for the
Member States as shared competence, but also substantive safeguard by
excluding certain sectoral agreements from the 'express' Community
competenc.,; enshrlned in paragraph 5 by confuroing that the Communit)'
has only linrited competence in those fields, which permanently remain
within the shared competences and always require the mixed agreement
fonnuta, so national ratifications, for agreernems, especially for \\'TO
Agreements, to be jointly concluded {Cremona, 2001: 74}. On the other
hand, the disputed question of whether the competences to cooperate with
third countries as provided in Articles 149, 150 and 15) regarding
education, vocational training, culture and public health, include the
conclusion of agn:ements is answered in the affinnative, (Griller and
s It is argued duu this is. not the case if a provio;i0n foresees minimum
harmonisation, so if the res.pective internal power exists, agreements establishing
mmirnum standards should remain possible for the Community {Herrmann, 2002;
7). If this argument were correct, we could accept that !he Community is competent
to conclude agreements e!>tablishing only minimum stundard.'1 whenever their
imernal counterparts are already within the scope of minimum harmonisation.
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Gamharter, 2002: 98) even though they are &hared. Lastly, !he innovative1
approach in that subparagraph is that although the ECJ has always refused,
to include cultural diversity within the explicit exceptions ro the principle of1
free circulation, for the first time the principle of cultural exception appean1
in the Treaty (Gautier and Lianos, 2001 : 190).
!

3.2 The Nature of Competences under Article 133
As regard:;, Arti..::le 133(5)1,4), a biz1.1rre situation is incorporated into the

CCP. This is because Article 133{5) must not affect the right of the Member
Stutes to maintain and conclude agreements with third countries or
international organisations insofar as <mch agreements C-omply with
Community law and other relevant international agreement<;. The fact that
the Community competence is established does not preclude the
continuation of national competences in those fields. According to Griller
and Gamha.rter, Article 133(5){4) indicates that those competences are
concurrent (Griller and Gamharter. 2002: 94). However, I think that it is a
misinteJt:netation lo OOihidn of those exphc1t competences as concurrent.
slnce- 'under Article i33' the type of those ex.pli<:it competences is shared.
but non-concurrent, in terms of which exclusivity is restricted by Article
133 itself. save the existence of concurrent competence~ based on the
doctnne of implied powers. This is because, as to concurrent areas in fact
the Member States remain competent in~ofar as the Community has not
preempted and so exhaustively occupied the field, which signifies that the
Community in theory may totally harmoni..e these fields. However, the
competences under Article 133 imply that the Community <:onMt exercise
its external wmpetences in conformity with the doctrine of preemption. [a
that respect, Cremoou asserts that there is a Treaty~ba&ed hindrance to full
unifonnity in external trade, since Article 133(5)(4) will prt!serve national
competences to ccmclude .agreemenB whatever actions are taken at the
Community level, 'internally' or externally (Cremona, 2002: 379). It is true
for the special kir.ds of services under Article 133(6)(2) that ~
characterised by shared competence, in term:. of which internal
harmomsa.tion is ruled out, so actions arc allowed only to a certain extent
However, outside these sectoral fields this comment should not be accepted
;.;ince the new Article l33(.5)(4) dDe& not con.::em cases of imphec
eompetenc:es as these tlo not fall un(Jer its regulation, but only refe:s 10 ibt
standard ease in which the Member States ctef insofar as there is D(
conOkting provision of Community law or other ag::eements (Grille-r an!
Gamharter, 2002: 97). The new paragraph 5 will not henceforth serve as tW
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sole basis for those competences. since the situation regarding exclusive
compctences based on Lhe doctrine of implied powers is not changed by it
(Griller and Gamharter, 2002: 96), Furthermore, it is against the case law,
which recognised external exclusivity through common rules in AETR
doctrine and through complete internal harmonisation or internal
Community acts in Opinion 1194. Therefore, for agreements in the new
domains, the provisions, mentioned in Opinion 1194, should also remain the
legal bases under the doctrine of implied powers. Accordingly, under the
AEfR ruling, the right of the Member States to maintain and conclude such
agreements should only remain to the extent that the Community has not yet
internally harmonised the particular areas dealt with by those agreements
{Krenzler and Pitscha\, 2001: 307}. Whenever related internal rules have
been harrnouJsed, the Member States should lose their right to conclude
international agreements in those fields at least in order to safeguard the
unity of the common market and unifonn application of Community law. If
this argument were correct. Jt should be accepted that while these
coropetences are regulated under the new provision, it should be accepted
that the doctrine of implied powers is in charge (co--charge situation} as
welt Therefore, whereas the doctrine of preempuon would not directly
apply to the new areas under Article 133, it should be accepted that it
applie.s to them through internal harmonisation on the bas.is of provisions
other than Article 133 under the doctrine of implied powers. However, this
argument cannot apply to specific sectors regulated under Article 133
t6)(2), which are under the Treaty-based hindrance.
Conse-que-ntly, Article 133(5) signifies the extension of the scope ratione
materiae of the CCP6 to the new areas {Heliskoski, 2002: 1;. Article
133(5)(4) constitutes neither a specific authorisation, a delegation of
competence to the Member State-s, the nature of exclusive competence, nor
the nature of concurrent competence (under Article 133 only. save the
implied competences), w Article 133(5) would constitute an explicit
external competence of the Community, which is not exclu&ive, but shared.7
Cremona describes this situation as granting the Cummunity competence to
negotiate 'alone', while preserving the residual competence' of the Member
States {Cremona, 2002: 317). In that regard it ls noteworthy that Article
-~------

A$ mentioned above, I consider that it should however be accepted as the
extension of the scope ratione nwteriae•of the CCP only. not the scope ratione
IJiateria<r of !he Community competences.
' As stated by Ncframi, tins explanatio:1 is ho'>Yever contrary to the effet u-tile of
Article 133(5), which is a consequence of the nature of reform. (Neframi, 2002:
6

630)
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133{5)(4) contradicts in a way Article 133(5/( 1), since the latter empln;rs the
ex.pression 'shall also apply'f, which rather impHes at fina glance, as a legal

tenn. the exdosive nature of the competences v.ithin the scope of the
extension. For that reason the expression 'may' in the Amsterdam Treaty,
should have been retained for the sake of consi~tenC)' between
subparagraphs, Ftmhcrmore, it is n reflection of the logic- of parallelism,
which is significant in comprehending the nature of competences in the new
areas {Commission, 2000!. Given that these competences are not exclusive.
but Treaty~basect shared (non-concurrent) competences and also ~till i.mplied
external competences, the Nice amendment c-Ould be regarded not as a rule
for the Community to e;<ercise those competences, but as an opportunity or
permission to exercise, In that regard. it could be <~rgued that Artidt> 133(5)
establishes an exceptional legal basis for the Community. alongside other
kgal bases on the other provisions of the Treaty under the doctrine of
implied powers, to enable the Communn;, ro exercise of its already ex.istem
(potential) competences in the external sphere also on Lhe basi-~ of Artic!e
133(:5) fur commercial objectives, irrespective of the inter:u:! constraints
developed in Opinion 1/94 in orde-r to enable the Community to adapt to the
developments of international trade law. Given that an explic-it legal basi~
precedes an implicit legal basis, as long as Artic-le 133 is enough for
conventional competence:-. in te-rms of the WTO, the implied powers
doclrine will remaJn hidden, save the exclusivity of those extemal
competences upon Jntema! harmonisation.
Moreover, under Article 133{5)(4) the Member States maintain and
conclude agreements in accordance not only with Community law bur also
with Community agreements. Article 133(5){4) is intended to avoid cont1it1
of norms between the Community agreements and national agreements
(Cremona, 2001: 84} While exercising their residual competences, the
Member States are slill under the duty W comply with the acquis
communautaire and other relevant lntemational agreements, and not to
exercise them in detriment to the Community competences. Accordingly,
s This wording causes confu~ion about the nature of ti'..ose cof:lpetenccs, For
instance, Krajewski interprets tt.e tompetences u::1der Article JJ3(1) having
exclusive nature wi:b the exception of the sectoral carve-out. (Krajewski, 201..!5: 96l
Thi~ confui\ion ln my view co'uld be cleared up in a way that, exdu~IYity could be
argued as to muhilateml agreement~ withiu the framework cf the WTO save
sectornl ruling out, whe-reas it allows !!llilr.!enance ar.d CGnt!nulty of national
cornpetences as 10 bilmeral agreefl:lents, since in that constructwn the case ol
multilateral agree~ent~ is primarily taken into account
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tnce the pnrnacy of the e:d&ting multilateral trade system constituting an

:ntemational economic framework over national agreements has been
accepted by Article 133(5)(4), there is a judicial obligation for such national

agreements to be cor:npatible with the WTO Agreement (To_rrent,. 199~·).
That is because Amde 133(5) seems to be concerned pnmanly w1th
multilateral agreements: the \VTO Agreement, which is particularly taken
into consideration. Accordingly, as to the WTO, the Community may
couclude alone agreements concerning the subject-matters within the scope
of the CCP, save the Treaty-based hindrance fQf sectoral fields, which are

shared even for the WTO fr;1mework. Consequently, it could be asserted
!hat this fact represents the acceptance of the exclusive jurisdiction of the
ECJ by the Member States in interpretation of the provisions of the: WTO
Agreement, under d1c precedence of which the compliance of all external

trade relations of the Member States performed under Article 133(5)(4) is
provided.

3.3 I,rocedural Requirements under Article 133
Anide 133(5)(2) states that !.he Council must «<;l unanimously in one of
the fields mentioned in the first subparagraph; where that agreement
includes provisions for which unanimity is required for the adoption of
internal rules or where it relates to a field in which the Community has not
yet e-xercised the pOwers conferred upon. Given the difficulty in reaching
unanimity, it could be actualJy argued that the parallelism still is retained
with the procedural unanimity rule for the exercise of those competences,
since the unanimous voting would lead to the same- result as the cases of the
shared competence by restricting the margin of manoeuvre for the
Community. Furthermore, it is argued that regarding servtces and
inteUectual propeny rights, intemallegal bases already fore.;;ec QMV, so the
applicability of the new version with the unanimity requirement regarding
internal rutes could be questioned (Cremona, 2001: l03). However, I
consider that it is enshrined as a precaution for Artkles 94 and 308 from
which implied external competences arise. 9 Moreover. what does wording
"a fieid in which the Community has not yet exercised the powers'· mean?
In rhat respect, it is not obvious to what extent the internal competence..'\
should be exercised in order to rule our the unanimity requirement for the
'

"In Opinion J/94, (Oyinion 1194, [1994] EC.R. J.5267) at paragraph 59, as regards
intellectual property the ECJ stated that at the level of internal legislation !he
Community is competenr to harmonise national laws pursuant no! only to Article
9~, but also to Articles 94 and 308.
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decision-making concerning those external competence.~, which teiTlflins f~
be interpreted by the ECJ,

Whereas the agreemenh related to gouds. cross-frontier supplies ~
servtces and counterfeit goods are conduded by QMV irrespective ~
internal rules, as re-gards trade in "en·ices and intellectual prope,i,
uncovered by the core area of the CCP, unanimity is required for

a;

:o~greements

insofar as the Community has not exerosed its inte~
compctences in that field or unanimity is: required for the adoptiun 0
lntema! rules. The new areas are under a different treatment from the c~
area of the CCP to which pllragrapbs 1 to 4 apply. ln other words, wherei

as to the fields (trade in goods, cross-frontier y,upplies of serviees

an:

counterfett goods), which are C\)osidered under the extended notion ¢
customs union, there is no connc~on with interru~1 ruies, regarding th
notton of the common market the logic of parallelism is uphe!' ,
Accordingly, the different legal treatment ir. the services sector cctused - ~
the di'>tinction between the mode of ~ross~border supply on the one ha
consumption abroad and the presence of natural persons, on the otb
continues to e.xist.( Lukaschek and Weidel , 2002: 138) As argued also
the Commission, the goiding principle of the new Article is to ar
decision-making for the trade negotiations on intem;ll dedsion-m 'rules, whkh ret1ects the logic of parallelism (Commission, 2000
According to some scholar~. this different legal treatment also shows reluctance of the Member States to extend the scope of the CCP to
domains (Gaulier and Lianos, 2001 : 193). In that regard, it $hould be
in mind that the conseqL-ences of unanimity rule would not make b'
difference in the exercise of those compercnces from the consequences
share-d compctences, save the national ratification aiid so the use of mix
agreement fommla. lt h. a!sn noteworthy that the reason behind
unlinimity cequirement for the fields where the Community has not
exercised its internal competences, whkh would be a'5sumed to preserve
logic of internal mtegrat!On, would cx.ceed its function. Accordingly i
would impede the Community to adapt to the developments of intcmati
trade law and w take adv;mtage of tbe e.x.erdse of it'i external competeD
under compelling circumsrances, and so would restrict the Community
the external sphere parallel to the line where it ha\ actuali'icd its int
potential oompetences undrr the logic of (he internal regime.

J

Moreover, Article 133(5)(3) hnngs the concept of horizontal agree!" ~

into the Treaty by rt-:ferring both lo the preceding subparagraph and ArtJC J

_________________________________.'
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):33(6)(2). I think that the concept of horizontal agreement, which is not
defined, comprises matters such as capital, probably foreign direct
investme-nt and competition that are not included within the new Article 133
alongside the matters included within. Therefore insofar as any horizontal
agreement also concerns Article 133(5}(2) and Article 133(6)(2), the
10
Council must act unanimously to negotiate and conclude it Therefore, the
cont1ict betwe.:~n QMV and unanimity is resolved in favor of unanimity, so
the stricter procedural rule applies. 11 Horizontal agreements, some
provisions of which are based on (he doctrine of implied powers to be
concluded under Article 300, must be concluded with unanimity whenever
they also concern the fields of services and intellectual property rights,
which require unanimity because of internal constraints and the fields of
special kind of services, which are \Vithln the Treaty~based shared
conventional competence and in tenns of which ttle- Community has only
supporting, coordinating and complementary competeoces in the internal
market and the Treaty therefore impedes total internal harmonisation,
Consequently. it could be argued that the Community conventional
competences regarding those areas to be exercised via QMV under Article
300 stay under the shadow of strict unanimity imp<)sed by Article 133(5)(3),
It is strange that whereas Article 133 concei •les both the delimitation of
competences and procedural rules to exercise of those competences in a
piecemeal approach. its conception for agreements within the framework of
the WTO is under tbe strong influence of package deal approach because of
the interlinked characteristics of its Annexes, since whene.ver a horizontal
agreement is to be concluded, the stricter rule, the unanimity, applies.
Furthermore, in Article l33(6){2), the Treaty it<>elf gives guidance to the
Community and the Member States how to exercise those shared
conventional competences in accordance with Article 300 by declaring the
;~In brief, unanimity is required where it is required for the adoption of concerning
internal rules; where the concerning internal competcnces have not been exercised
yet; as regards the spe~:ia! services sectors under Article 133{6)(:2): in horiwntal
agreements,
11
According to the Commndity Coding Case., (Case 165/87 Commission of the
European Communities v Council of the European Communities [1938] ECR 5545)
at paragraph ll, where a measure comes partly within the area co\'ered hy one
Article and partly within that covered by, another, the procedural requiremenu of
both Articles on a dual legal basis must be sausfled. See. In !hat regard, thi~
subparagraph seem5 a codifkation of a jurisprudential principle- and also a
restriction of procedural rules for the Community competences concerning the other
fields by the new Article 133.
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requirement 0f the conclusion of concerning 'mixed' agreements th~
common sccord of the Member States for their respective parts.
f

As regards Article 1330)(1), the imtitutiuns will be responsible f
ensuring t:hat the agreements concerning the whole CCP are to '1
compatible with Internal Community policies and rules. With 1
compatibility obligation, the new version indicates thal internal polk
objectives are relevant in determining external trade positiO!ts.(Cremon
2001: 76) In jurbprudencc however, the intematio;ml agreement'> conclu~
by one of the Institutions of the Community take precedence over SeC-ondat
Commuaity law. In that respect, whereas under Article 300(6), 11 it i
allowed that international agreements may entail the Community amendlni
secondary legislation, under Artide l33(3)( I), which applies Article 300 fi
a specific way, the Commission and Council have to take into considcratiol
possible future internal amendme-nts and ensure the co;npatibility m:
concerning agreements with internal Communiry policies and rules. [n tha.
regard, this new provision requires that lnternauonal agreements hen.::eforth
be negotialcd and concluded only Jf they do not require any changes hi
preexisting Community law including particularly secundary legis1ation, w
after the modification of secondary law to enable that agreement to be
concluded (Griller and Gamharter, 2002: 107). On the other hand, it \s alsc
asserted that the duty o-f compatibility (conshtency) is l.!ther an obligati011
to resolve any incon-.istency, which derives from Artkle 300(7). Otherwisf
it would render extcm.al trade poli.:y completely unworkable if the ne,;
provision meant that the Community could not negotlate any agreement tim
was not compatible with Community secondary law. as it :,tandsr
{Cremona, 2001: 76). Furthermore, although according to Opinion 1194 t1u
ECJ did not require the CCI' to be compatible \\'ith the internal policie:-. am
rules, I think that the new provision restricts the Community compeleno
even within the scope of the core CCP by emphasl~>ing the prom:nence G
internal rules and policies.

-·~·-·---

:I The- fa::t that Article 300 requires compatibl!ity of internati01tal agreemem~ wil
the Treaty im;:tlies that the Community may condude agrcr:ment<; which lead 1
amendment of secondary Coinmunity Jaw.
13
It i~ also asserted that -~ince the negotiating history of Aniclc 133 does n
mdtcate that such a drastic change was raised as an issue, Artie!?- 300(3)(2) m•l
remain applica.b!e, which states agreements may entAil the amendment of seconda
Community law. (Griller and Gamhartcr, 2f)l)2: 107)

--~·----··- ~------
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Lastly, Article 133(3)(2) provides that the Commis-sion is under the duty
not only to consult the Artide 133 Comrnlttee while conducting
negotiations. but also to regt~Jarly report to it on the progress of
negotiations. Accordingly, the function of the Article 133 Committee is
strengthened, so even if the Community ls allowed to act in the new fields
with QMV, it will be under the control of the Member States via that
Committee,

3A {;eneral Remarks on the Nice Version of the CCP
Pescatore presumes that the new Article 133 is a legal bricolage, the
priln.ary effect of which will be to paralyse the decisional process inside the
Community and to hamper a flexible defence of the Community's trade
interests (Pescatore, 200!: 267), Griller and Gamharter consider this
amendment a major step backwards. {GrilJer and Gamharter, 2002; 100),
The amendments not only make the external trade policy, as "'orrectly
described by Cremona, a "policy of bits and pieces" and difficult to
understand even for legal scholars, but also cause some confusion about the
nature of the competences of the Community regarding the new fields. lts
real threat is described .as fragmentation and deconstmction of the CCP into
a policy of bits and pieces, which &ignJfy a lack of coherence arising out of
revision, and a number of different permutations and procedures applicable
to the different aspects of commercial policy (Cremona, 2001: 61, 62, 89). It
is true that it is also a complicated set of restrictions, reservations and
exceptions to the exception (Griller and Gamharter, 2002: 109). This is
because the new provision is drafted within the logic of parallelism to
protect the logic of deLimitation m internal competences, the result of which
is a fragmented trade policy by virtue of a Piecemeal approach applying to
the new areas, which unfortunately wiU affect the effectiveness of the CCP.
Parallelism between ir.rernal and external competences is not only
procedural but also substantive; it concerns competence as well as
compatibility, policy as well a'i dedsion~making rules (Cremona, 2001: 75).
Therefore, it creates differential decision-making procedures by
systematically gtving priority to internal rules over international
commH!nents. Consequently, the existing delimitation of competences in
external trade could be maintained, since the general trend is therefore to
tighten at all stages the control of the Member States, as States, over
external trade policy in order to meet nationaJ CQncems (Pescatore, 2001:
266). II can be seen here that how do the procedural requirements affect the
vertical delimitation of competences in the Commonity Jegal order and how
do they take a significant part in the vertical competence delimitation game.
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Generally, the new Arttcle 133 is very complicated, lacks simplicity to b
understood even by legal scholars in order to reach a consensus and lack
adaptability to the progress of international trade law.

The amendments to Article 133 bring a bizarre situation and ambi,gu~
into Community law. In fact, with the new provision, the divided iiii(
fragmented characteristics of external trade determined by the ECJ in
Opinion I/94 as the core (the CCP} and periphery (implied extern~
competem:es} of extern:ll trade policy is carried into the CCP. In other
wNd:-, the Nice Treaty brings the implied cornpetenccs in external trade_
remaining outside the CCP into lt · a codification of existing potential
competences of the Community.:'" On the other hand, it does not touch~
core of the CCP, so preserves the acquis communautaire developed so far in·
terms of the CCP, XtVC the restriction through the compatibility re.quiremen
under Article I 33(3), Accordingly, for the first time it cleariy separates the-~!
CCP from the doctrine of exclusivity, since the new fields will be subject to-the varying types of shared competence (Cremona. 2002: 375}. However, it is noteworthy that the questiorr of the unity and coherent aclion of the. '
Community should not have been disconnected from the nature of'Comnmniry competences (Gautie.r and Lianoo, 20(/t ; 181).
1'
Furthermore, the measures regardiug th~ implemcntatiou of agreemenlll :
are stili governed by internal provi~ions. Thu:i, as tong as no internal
harmonisation is achieved, the Member States remain competent to
implement the agreements concluded by the Community in the new areas,
<;o preemption still seems important internally. In cases where secondary ,
legislatiou exists and precludes Member State activity, the Cornmuuily itself
is bound to take legislative steps for rhe implementation of agreement;;;, hut
these implementing acts nwst not be based on the new Article 133. which is
rehted to conventional aspects only, but on the internal competences
{Griller and Gamharter, 2002: 95), In other words, internal provisions still
apply tOr autonomous measures in the new areas even for the Community.
Therefore, the need for an alternative legal basis for the implementation of
the- agreements regarding the fields within the scope of extension
strengthens the complexity of the legal structure in these ftelds {Crcrnnna,
2001: 73).
in that regard, as mentioned above, 1his new version should also be regarded a~
an except10na! legal basi& enablmg !he Community to exercise lts potentia:
coa~petences under the procedure of I:Je CCP for th .. ~ c0mmercial objective5
irrespective of prior jurisprudcotiai constraiuts.
14
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: The CCP, which could be regarded still as a part of external economic

~lations only, is therefore separated into two compo?ents; where~ as to t.he
tote to which paragraphs 1 to 4 apply, the penphery to whtch other
·paragraphs apply and the periphery to the periphery to which ultra vires
prohibition applies; wherea'! .as to the core and ~e periphery to ':'hich the

,QMV applies, as to the penphery and the penphery to the penphery to
'-which unanimity rule applies; whereas as to the core both aspects of
;rornpetences (conventional and implementing competences) are conferred,
:as to the periphery the dissociation of conventional competences from
·implementing oompetences is provided; whereas as to the core the
.· cbaracteristics of exclusivity is mainnuned, as to the periphery the type of
conferred competence.'> is explicit shared, but non-concurrent
In the Nlce Treaty, consequently the content of the new extension is
,
-: defined and regulated according to the subject~matters. It is based on a
piecemeal approach, which is also against the general trend in Community
law, i.e. the evolutionary construction of the Community and the dynamic
division of competences. European experience is based on the non-strict
division of competences with catalogues \Vi thin the Community legal order
in order to enable the Community to adapt to international developments
immediately. otherwise the attainment of the Treaty objectives would lose
its central point in determining rhe d!vision of competences in the
Community structure, The new Anlcle 133 thus limits to some extent the
discretionary power of the ECJ. The scope of the CCP can no longer be
defined by principles, even by the ECJ, in accordance with its evolutionary
_characteristics, since the amendments not only strengthen the restrictively
interpreted characteri~tks of the core CCP by adding in paragraph 5 that "in
so far as thc&e agreements are not covered by said paragraphs". hut also
contain guaranty for its fragmented structure, In that regard, the new version
blocks the dynamism of the CCP by even preventing the ECJ from re·
interpreting its content. In this case, tbe new version also hanalises the
notion of the exclusive external oompetences of the Community, by putting
forward exceptions to exceptions which are exception to the core and
tinking them up with the exercise of internal competences through
proe-edural requirements. Thus the nature of explicit exclu-'>ive competence
is distinguished from its material scope (Gautier and Lianos, 2001 : 204).
With the permanency of shared cornpetences com:-eming the agreements
related to trade in cultund and audiovisual, educational, social and human
health services the concept of 'shared competence' developed in
jurisprudenc:! is now enshrined in the Treaty as a new legal category

~-~- ~---'---------
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(Meunier and Nicolaidis, 2001). So it is a sign of constitutionalisation an
perpetuation of the mixed agreement formu\u in the extemat sphere (GaiJti{
and Lianos, 2001 : 200). Additionally. amendmenrs also give most Parts~
Opinion l/94 constitutional va!ue by putting them into the Treaty {Gaut~
and Li.ano~, 200 t : i 9! ). For instance, the fact tha~ the new ~cle 133 ~
not entail the extension of QMV to case~< where tt dtd not extst before aq
cannot be used as a means to outilank explicit internal restrictions refleci:
lt~ conformity with the ECJ's approach in Opinion 1194 (Cremona,
378). Furthermore. the new Artide DJ indicate>; by referring to "insofar~
those agreements are not covered by the said paragraph'>" that the nmion 0
the CCP interpreted by the ECJ in Opinion l/94 iii primarily taken inb
t.vnsideration.
1

2002

'

fb'

On the other hand, Atticle 133(5) ha'> a regulating function for
exercise of the Community competences, not a func1ion of attributing~
competence to the Community (Nefrumi, 2002: 633). [n other words,~
new version does not expand the cxi">ting external competences of ~
Community, but allows exclu~ively e:<ercise of its potemial ;::ompeteJKX'li
irrespective of prior internal constraints developed in the jurisprudem.'e witll
an exceptional legal basis within the scope of the CCP. Accordingly, ttu:
amendments could be regarded as a clarification of the existence of impliClJ
shared competences, which can no longer be questioned (Griller an(
Gamhartt:r. 2002: l09). In that respect, it 5eems more Iile a codification ol
existing implied com pretences than a tmly new set of external competences
the construction of which reflects the functional criterion for commercia
objectives (Neframi, 2002: 633}, since nowhere else in the Treaty an
express external compctences explicitly linked to the internal compete!"ICel
(Cremona, 2001: 78). However. as far as exclusivity is concerned, trn
preservation of the existing position might have consequences in the contex
of implied powers, so the lin\! between exclusive and non-exclusi\11
cnmpetenccs may change (Crcmona. 2002),

With the allowance of more extensive exercise of its ext.ern<
competence:;;, I would assert lhar in external trade the Community gel
closer to the structure of fedemiism. However, it i;;; sti!.l far from being a
e:ttcmal fa.;;ade of the common m3rket concerned vnly with services an
inteHectual property rights by excluding subject-mauer.:; such as capiw
probably foreign direct inv.;:sxment and competition. The con:-;equence oftt
exclusion of capital movements from the scope of the CCP is also a furdl•
restriction on services, since financial services, even if they do not invo11

(
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the movement of persons, remain outside the scope of the CCP. as far as
they are linked with the transfer of capitallLukaschek and Weidel, 2002:
127). Lastly. with respect to the WTO, it is impossible for the Coi11U1unity
to replace totally the Member States in the WfO.

4. The CCP in the Constitutional Treaty
The O:mstitutional Treaty makes some radical changes by integrating the
CCP, as it.'\ significant constituting part, lnto the singie framework of
external relations of the EU to be conducted in the context of its principles
and object:ives 1 ~, whicb emphasise.<; the interconnectedness and
interdependence of all matters in the globalised world. Article III~314
declaring lhe term 'the Union' confirms the exclusivity of the CCP
enshrined in Arti.de I~l3{l)(e), so the cessation of external competence;; of
the Member States withm the scope of the CCP. According to Article III~
315(1) the exclusive nature of the CCP is provided, Wlthout any reservation,
to be ba~ed on uniform principles particularly. with regard to changes in
tariff rates. the conclusion of tariff and trade agreements relating to trade in
goods, services, tbe commercial aspects of intellectual property, foreign
direct investment, the achievement of uniformity in measures of
liberalisation, expon policy and measures to protect trade.~~
Correspondingly, the fl'agmented structure of the CCP in the Nice Treaty is
relinquished, save unanim.ily rules as a procedural requirement. The
authorisation of national protective measures under Article 134 by the
Commission in cases of deflection of trade or economic difficulties is also
eradicated. Additionally, the second paragraph of Article 131. which refers
to the favourable effect of the abolition of customs dutie..-: between the
Member States upon the competitive &trength of undertakings is removed.
Funhennore, Article 132 with regard to the harmonisation of Lhe systems
whereby the ~1ember States grant aid for exports to third countries is
abolished. However, the compatibility requirement inspired by the Nice
Treaty ls retained, since Article JU~315(3)(2) requires that the institutions of
the Union shall he responsible for ensuring that tbe agreements negotiated
are compatible with mterna1 Union policies and rules, Furthermore, the
negotiation and concluswn of international agreements in the fields of
:s Article 11I~292 sets out those principle~ and objectives.
16

UnifofTt1 principles apply to the establishment of tariffs, the conclusion of tariff
and trade agreemenl.s, achievement of unifoflllity in measures of liberalisation,
export policy, the protective mea:;nres in the event of dumping and subsidies.

:
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transport is still i!Xcluded from the ambit of the CCP and so will be S'llbj~
to the provisions of Section 7 cf Chapter HI of Title III and Article Ill~325.
j

The ob)ectives of the ~:CP in Arttde n:-314 are extended, thus ~
Union shall contnbute, m the common mterest, to the harmoniOI,j

development of world rrade, the progressive abolition of restrictions o:
intemationul trade and on foreign direct investment and the lowering 0
customs and other barners. Given that fhe CCP will be conducted in UJ.;.
context of the principles and objectivc5 of the Union's extemill ar!:ion ~

stmed in Article lllw3i5\l). its objectives also include the principles

a~

objectives of external action such fL-> sustaioHble economic dcveiopmeru:
human rights, integration of all \:Ountries into the world cconQmy;
promotion of an in:emational &)'-~tern based on multilateral cooperation and
global governance. Whether the Umon exerciscb the CCP in the context~
these prim.·1ples and objectives will then be subject to the judicial control of~
the ECJ. "'The objectives of the CCP arc thus broadened be)'ond the
uniformity inspire,J intema! market rationale and v.rro~inspired trade __
liberalisation" to encourage a greater <:ohc-rence not only across ex~t.-'l'llil! {
policy, but also between external and internal policies lCremona, 2003: {
1347). Accordingly, the CCP is shown as an important component of the big .
picture of all external action.

i

The conclusion of international agreements relating to trade in foreigninvestment. as a subjcct·matrer. is inserted into the CCP in .
recognition of th..:: fact that financiat flows supplement trade in goods and 'today represent <J significant share of commercial exchange~ (CQNV _
685/03). With respect to the tenn 'foreign direct investment', Krajewski
discusse!' what type of agreements the CCP embJaces (Krajewski, 2005:
111 ~114). He asserts that the extension of the CCP should be narrowly
interpreted. since the inclusinn of foreign dlr~:Jct investment ~n Article Ill·
315(1) should thus Ve regarded as including those aspects of foreign dlrect
investment that have a direct link to international trade agreements, Foreig.'l:
direct inve~tmcnt would thc;eforc be only part of the CCP as far as
rcstric;inns tn foii!ign direct investment are concerned in the :ontext of
Anide l!I-314, but not investment protection against expropriation. Only
investment negotiarions that have dear trade component should thus be part
of the CCP,
d1r~"i

lt !s noteworthy thHt this argument seems. in line with the interpretation

of the scope of the intellectual property righls, since its commercial aspects
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is only taken into consideration in the construction of the Artide, which is
assumed to comprise intellectual property within the WTO Agreement The
term 'the commercial aspects of intellectual property' is retained by the
constitutional Treaty without any reference to its other aspects with the
allowance of extension enshrined under Article 133(7}, It could be
considered that it entirely comprises the tradewrelated aspect'i of intellecma.l
property regulated in the TRIPs Agreement.
In addition, although tb.e scope of the CCP11 extends the concept of
customs union and get closer to become the external fa~ade of the common
market. the term 'customs union' is preserved ln Article JII~314. [t could be
assumed to refer to the WTO Agreement, which defines the exception of
economic integratton with the term 'customs union'. It could also be
as._~rted that it is preserved as being an origin and the fundamental base, on
which the European integration has evolved.

According w Article IU-315(2) 18 European laws shall establish the
measures defining the framework for implementing the CCP. However, a~
stated in Article Ill-315(6), the exercise of the comperences conferred by
Artide lli-315 within the sco~ of the CCP "shall not affect the deHmitation
of internal competences between the Vnion and the Member States, and
shall not lead to harmonisation of legislative or regulatory provisions of
Member States insofar as the Constitution excludes such harmoni3ation."
This situation brings some ambiguity in terms of the soope of the CCP.
Whether the CCP includes implementing competences alongside
conventional competences is answered in fact by Article IJI-315(2), which
clearly confers implementing competences, in affirmative way. However, it
reiru~Jns to be determined to what extent implementing competences are
conferred. Certainly Article lJl-315(6) reflects the aim to protect the logic of
internal delimitation of competen<:es. In other words, as regards its first part
this .>\rticle seems as a temporary bulwark against the reverse-.4.£TR-effect,
which has been the main national concern against the extension of the CCP
so far. Therefore, external exdusivity shall not have a reverse-AETR~effect:

,..--·-·-·---·-·
:' As to the subject-matters dedared in Article III-315, lt could be asserted that in
pre-Opinion juri~prudencc these su~iects had been non-exhaustive and Jedarativc.
so ·in principle' no particular instrument should be a priori exduded from its scope.
However, it remains to be interpreted by the ECJ whether any subject, wl1ich is not
stated in Article lll-3 J5( t ), would take plaCe within the scope of the CCP,
18
The tenn 'framework laws' is deleted from this pnragraph in order probably to
provide full uniformity through only Europenn laws.
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on natlonat internal compe~-nc?s a~alnst the logic of in~e.rnai.deiinutJ
until the degree- of harmomsatlon m the sphere of poslttve tnlegrar ·,
attained. It could be a<;scrted that whenever internal harmoniiiation has
attained, autonomous measures could then be taken on the basis of Art
lJI~3l5. As regards the second part of the Article, th~e is an. absoJ
prohibition to harmonisation of leglslntive or regulatory provisions of.
Member States where the harmonisation is ruled out regarding "supportil
coordinating and complementary competences in terms of educatio
culture. vocational training and health regulated in Article I-f
Accordingly, fhere is an absolme permanent prohibitit'O for the Union as\implementing cornpete:tces for che respective subje<:t-matters, whkh ru~
out harmonisation, The Member States will then be under the duty tr
implement agreements, which are negotiated and concluded by the UniDt
within the scope of the CCP. 1 ~
•

1

QMV is provided in the commercial pohcy save the following '"'"' "
The unanimity requirement for the Council to act is theref~)re ma1ntained
Article lll~315(4) for the following cases. The Council shall
.
unanimously for the negotiation and condusion of agreements in the fields:'_
of rrade in servites and lhe commercial ati"p&ts of intellectual propeny, as .-.
well c.s foreign direct inve-stment, where such agreemetlts include provisionS'::
for which unanimity is required for the adoption of internal rules. 'fbe ';
Council shall a]&o net unanimously for the negotiation and conclusion agreem..;nt": a) in the field of trade in cultural and audiovi.swd services,
where these agreements risk prejudicing the Union's cultural and Hr.guistic diversity: !>}in the field of trade in social, education and health services,
where these agreements risk seriously disturbing the national organisation
of such services and prejudicing the responsibility of Member States to
deliver them." It is noteworthy that the ri.~k of prejudiciug the Union'scultural unrl linguistic diversity on the one hand, the risk of seriously
disturbing the national organi"ation of respective servk,es and the risk of
prejudicing the responsibillty of Member States to deliver them on the other
hand remains to be detennined by the ECJ a;; a lust resort. Accordingly, in
terms of the risk assessment the onus of proof lies with the Member Stat~
and the assessment will be subject to the judkiaJ scrutiny of the E-CJ.

Q Here comes the constitutional principle of the duty
govern how to exerci1e those respoctive competen.:es,
1

(Jf

coopera:ion mto play 10
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On the other hand. the unanimity requirement in tlle Nice Treaty relating

to the field in which the Community has not yet exercised its. internal
competences is removed. Furthermore, the Constitutional Treaty removed
not only the nature of shared competence regarding the field'? of cultural and
audiovisual services, educational ~ervices, social and human health services,
but also horizontal agreements. Accordingly, in terms of the WTO
Agreement. which is considered in the context of package deal, the fact that
the ratification requirement for the fields within the shared competences has
been a big obstacle for the conclusion of the entire {mixed) agreement is
removed in the Constitutional Treaty. However. even though ex:;lusivity is
provided for the respective subject-matters, the unanimity requlremenl
would pose a significant problem in the negotiations and conclusion of
agreements in external trade, since unanimity would lead to the same result
with the cases of shared competenccs. lt could easily lead to deadlock, and
so r.o action or agreement at all in those fields by virtue of the total
cessation of tht~ external trade competences of the Member States. It would
cost the entire agreement under the \VTO regime because of il'> package
deal characteristic.
What is the difference of the CCP in the Constitutional Treaty from th~
Nice version of the CCP? The Constitutional Treaty does no longer contain
ultra-vires prohibition connected to internal competences, as enshrined in
Article 133(6)(1). even though restric-tions on implementing compctences
are retained.ln Article III-315, conventional competences as to the sectoral
fields no longer are excluded from the ratione materiae scope of the CCP.
Whereas in Article 133 only conventional competence."J are conferred, in
Article IH-315 both conventional and implementing competences are
conferred, though implementing competences as to the subjec!S where
harmonisation is possible will chase the evolution of European positive
integration in the internal market and implementing competences as t(l
subjects where harmonisation is ruled oot are absolutely excluded. Tt could
therefore be assened that the substantive attribution of competences within
the scope of the CCP no longer depends on the logic of parallelism. save
procedural parallelism as a safeguard for sectoral fields. The Union not only
may have external competences beyond the existence of its internal
competences. irrespective of their exercise, but also may exercise them
r:tore broadly than the degree of internal harmonisation. Accordingly, the
scope of the external "Gnion competenees would extend beyond the scope of
its internal competences, both in existence and exercise, the situation of
which is defined by Krajewski as a step towards further federalisation of the
Union's ex1ernal relations (Krajewski, 2005: ll7-11fi). Consequently, the
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CCP in the Constitutional Trc:oty is \:1 the way to further become a tru;y
expre!.'s exclusive extern~! competence.

5. Conclusion
The Constitutional Trea:y much n1ore simpEfied the provi,...ions of the
CCP after rt;e cornplex strucwrc of the Nic.: Tre;ny. The ncV¥ CCP to be
.conducted in the context of the principles nnd objccdves of the Union's
external action would promote effici..-:m·y in n,term1l trade. for the Union, not
or:!y in f:lcint; the p:obl~m:; of giobaliscd •vcrld, bu: dho in playing a
proactive role i:1 the con.str.:ction of mutually coopc-ra:h·c global govemance
to reach the above.mentioned objectives w1thm.H damagmg the logic of
intemo! delimitation. However, the unanimity requircreenL arising frorn the
national concern~ facing the globalis.ation, regardtng the re:\pec:ivc fields
poses a real probkm and 'W::mld impair the cffte~ency of the new CCP. The
unanimity stays al': u s"Word of Democlt\S on rhe exercise of .::onventional
competences especially m the context of the WTO framework under lt\
~ingle package Je.:JL The nationai control on conventional competenccs of
the Union within the <;Cope of the CCP is streng:hened by Article lll-315(6)
through the delimitation of implementing competcncel>, where the
implementation lie&. with the Mc:nber Slates, The combination of unanimity
with the Q_\1V rule and the minor diss.x:iarion •)f comentional competences
fm::;1 implementing competences hrlng another permutation to the CCP,
which enahles the national control on the exerd&e uf Union competences
within the CCP inspired by n::ttion:al concerns. Even though ille Union has
gained a great swpe of competences. their e:~;ercise is not gu<>mnteed to be
m a supranational way. 1he Member States would alway:> be in the policymaking via unanimity rule, the Article 31."1 Ctl~mittee and urge nrlsing from
their imp!ementmg competences.
:Vtorcover, the doctrine of implied po . .n~n.. developed in jurisprudence is
explicitly recognhied in Ankle l-lJ(2J, acco~·ding to which "ltlhe Union
shall also have exdusive compett.•nce for the conclusion of an international
agreemerE when ir:'. C{i/ldut.ion is pnn:ded for in a it::gis!ative act of the
l'nion or is necessary to enable the Unlon to exen:i:-;e its imemal
competence, or insofar as il'. condusil)f! may affect common rules or alter
their scupe,'' His also conftrmcd :n Article ffl-·323f i) that "ft]he Union may
conclude an agrc-r.ment with one or more third crr..:ntries or ml<:rnational
ocganislltions where the Coostitu!ion su provides Of where the copclosion of
an agreement b; necessary in order to ac-hieve. within the framework of the
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t;nion's policies, one of the objectives referred to in the Constitution, or is
provided for in a legally binding Union act or is likely to affect common
rules or alter their scope." Furthermore, Article 1~18(1}, which is called
flexibility dause and has precedent in Article 308, states that "[jjf action by
the Union should prove necessary, within the framework: of the policies
defined in Part III, to attaln one of the- objectives set out in the Constitution,
and the Constitution has not provided the necessary powers. the Council of
Ministers, actjng unanimously on a proposal from the European
Commission and after obtaining the consent of the EufQpean Parliament,
shall adopt the appropriate measures." The preceding legal bases, whkh
have been developed in the case law, would be needed in terms of external
economic relations the concept of which still has a more comprehensive
content than thar of the CCP in the Constitutional Treaty. However, the
Constitutional Treaty fails to clarify the phenomenon of mixed agreements
arising from the shared nature of external competences.
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